Hera 604 - high specification M2M routers with embedded global 2G, 3G, & 4G/LTE cellular connectivity

For the unique demands of the lift industry, only components designed and engineered to the highest standards are good enough. The HERA 604 router is a high-spec enterprise router with embedded global cellular connectivity. It is designed to deliver life-long zero-touch service, with highly resilient data connectivity delivered within M2M grade hardware in strong aluminium casing.
Hera 604 Build Quality:
Compact easy multi-directional mounting
Rugged aluminium M2M grade casing

Contact free after installation

• Remote monitoring
• Condition monitoring
• Predictive maintenance
• Remote access
• Telemetry

• Two-way communication
• Remote software/firmware updates
• High availability resilient remote connectivity

Global connectivity, zero-touch management

For ease of deployment, the Hera 604 is fitted with the AnyNet Secure global SIM card that connects in 79 countries via 235 mobile (2G, 3G, 4G/LTE) networks and seamlessly delivers data into the AWS Cloud. The SIM also provides a range of zero-touch management features that securely activate, provision, authenticate and certify the Hera over-the-air and give businesses the latest, safest technology when utilising their M2M data.

Features
• Industrial grade M2M SIM
• Voice
• Data
• SMS
• 24/7 global customer support
• Connects in 79 countries via 235+ mobile networks
• Remotely activate, authenticate, provision and certify devices with zero touch management

Available on HaaS basis (MOQ applies)
Global worldwide support
Hera 604
Technical Features:

• Multiple interfaces: LAN/ethernet, WLAN, cellular, serial
• 2G, 3G, 4G/LTE cellular connectivity, 2 external SIM slots plus embedded AnyNet Secure global SIM
• 4 fast ethernet ports and optional 802.11abgn Wi-Fi (region dependent)
• Local and remote management provisioning via TR.069, Telnet, SSH, CLI, HTTP, HTTPS
• Embedded security with IP filtering, stateful inspection firewall, NAT/NAPT, denial of service (DOS) protection
• Tunnelling & VPNs using IPSEC/GRE
• VLAN support
• Certifications, incl. CE marked, RoHS compliant, FCC, UL60951-1, UL60950-22, CSA6095
• Configurable connectivity & service availability health monitoring agent
• Bespoke application hosting platform, for Java, C and many more.
• Comes with Serial to IP & IP to MQTT (for seamless AWS Ingestion)
• Bespoke service agents